
 

 

 
Abstract 

 
In this paper, we present a general guideline to establish the 

relation between a distribution model and its corresponding 
similarity estimation. A rich set of distance metrics, such as 
harmonic distance and geometric distance, is derived 
according to Maximum Likelihood theory. These metrics can 
provide a more accurate feature model than the conventional 
Euclidean distance (SSD) and Manhattan distance (SAD). 
Because the feature elements are from heterogeneous sources 
and may have different influence on similarity estimation, the 
assumption of single isotropic distribution model is often 
inappropriate. We propose a novel boosted distance metric that 
not only finds the best distance metric that fits the distribution 
of the underlying elements but also selects the most important 
feature elements with respect to similarity. We experiment with 
different distance metrics for similarity estimation and compute 
the accuracy of different methods in two applications: stereo 
matching and motion tracking in video sequences. The boosted 
distance metric is tested on fifteen benchmark data sets from 
the UCI repository and two image retrieval applications. In all 
the experiments, robust results are obtained based on the 
proposed methods.  

1. Introduction 
In many science and engineering fields, the similarity 

between two features is determined by computing the distance 
between them using a certain distance metric. In computer 
vision as well as some other areas, the Euclidean distance or 
SSD ( 2L - sum of the squared differences) is one of the most 
widely used metrics. However, it has been suggested that it is 
not appropriate for many problems [1]. From a maximum 
likelihood perspective, it is well known that the SSD is justified 
when the feature data distribution is Gaussian [2] while the 
Manhattan distance or SAD ( 1L - sum of the absolute 
differences), another commonly used metric, is justified when 
the feature data distribution is Exponential (double or 
two-sided exponential). Therefore, one can determine which 
metric to use if the underlying data distribution is known or 
well estimated. The common assumption is that the real 
distribution should fit either the Gaussian or the Exponential. 
However, in many applications this assumption is invalid. 
Finding a suitable distance metric becomes a challenging 
problem when the underlying distribution is unknown and 
could be neither Gaussian nor Exponential. 

In content-based image retrieval feature elements are 
extracted for different statistical properties associated with 
entire digital images, or perhaps with specific region of interest. 
The heterogeneous sources suggest that the elements may be 
from different distributions. In previous work, most of the 
attention focused on extracting low-level feature elements such 
as color [3], texture [4], and shape [5] with little or no 
consideration of their distributions. The most commonly used 
method for calculating the similarity between two feature 
vectors is still to compare the Euclidean distance between them.  

Although some works have been done to utilize the data 
model in similarity image retrieval [2,6], the relation between 
the distribution model and the distance metric has not been 
fully studied yet. It has been justified that Gaussian, 
Exponential, and Cauchy distribution result in 2L , 1L  and 
Cauchy metrics, respectively. However, distance metrics that 
fit other distribution models have not been studied yet. The 
similarity estimation based on feature elements from unknown 
distributions is an even more difficult problem. In this paper 
based on our previous work in [2, 6] we propose a guideline to 
learn a robust distance metric for accurate similarity estimation.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents a distance metric analysis using the maximum 
likelihood approach. Section 3 describes the boosted distance 
metric. In Sections 4 and 5 we apply the new distance metrics to 
estimate the similarity in a stereo matching application, motion 
tracking in a video sequence, and content-based image 
retrieval. Discussions and conclusions are given in Section 6. 

2. Distance Metric Analysis 

2.1. Maximum Likelihood Approach 
The additive model is a widely used model in computer 

vision regarding maximum likelihood estimation. Haralick and 
Shapiro [7] consider this model in defining the M-estimate: 
“Any estimate µ defined by a minimization problem of the form 

∑ −
i

ixf )(min µ is called an M-estimate.” Note that the 

operation “−” between the estimate and the real data implies an 
additive model. The variable µ is either the estimated mean of a 
distribution or, for simplicity, one of the samples from that 
distribution. 

Maximum likelihood theory [7] allows us to relate a data 
distribution to a distance metric. From the 
mathematical-statistical point of view, the problem of finding 
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the right measure for the distance comes down to the 
maximization of the similarity probability.  

We use image retrieval as an example for illustration. 
Consider first, two subsets of N images from the database (D): 

DX ⊂ , DY ⊂ which according to the ground truth are 
similar: 

YX ≡ or ii yx ≡ , Ni ,..,1=                     (1) 
where Xxi ∈ , Yyi ∈ represent the images from the 
corresponding subsets. 

The equation (1) can be rewritten as:     
xi=yi+di, Ni ,..,1=                             (2) 

where di represents the “distance” image obtained as the 
difference between image ix  and iy . 

In this context the similarity probability between two sets of 
images X and Y can be defined: 

 ∏=
=

N

i
ii yxpYXP

1
),(),(                          (3) 

where ),( yxp is the probability density function between 
images x and y. Independence across images is assumed. We 
define  
 ),(log),( iiii yxpyxf −=                   (4) 
Then equation (3) becomes  

 ∏ −=
=

N

i
ii yxfYXP

1
)]},({exp[),(             (5) 

where the function f is the negative logarithm of the probability 
density function of images x and y. 

According to (5) we have to find the function f that 
maximizes the similarity probability. This is the maximum 
likelihood estimator for X, given Y [7]. 

In the above considerations, we are talking about images but 
this notion can be extended to feature vectors associated with 
the images when we are working with image features or, even, 
can be extended to pixel values in the images. Taking the 
logarithm of (5) we find that we have to minimize the 
expression: 

 ∑
=

N

i
ii yxf

1
),(                                         (6) 

In this case, according to equation (2) the function f does not 
depend individually on its two arguments, query image ix and 
the predicated one iy , but only on their difference. We have 
thus a local estimator and we can use f(di) instead of ),( ii yxf  
where di=xi-yi and the operation “−” denotes pixel-by-pixel 
difference between the images, or an equivalent operation in 
feature space. 

Therefore, minimizing equation (6) is equivalent to 
minimizing 

∑
=

N

i
idf

1

)(                                                   (7) 

From the above discussion we find that Maximum likelihood 
estimation shows a direct relation between the data distribution 
and the comparison metric.  

2.2. Distance Metric Analysis 
The Gaussian, Exponential, and Cauchy distribution models 

result in the 2L  metric, 1L metric, and Cauchy metric, 

respectively [2]. It is reasonable to assume that there may be 
other distance metrics that fit the unknown real distribution 
better. More accurate similarity estimation is expected if the 
metric could reflect the real distribution. We call this problem 
of finding the best distance metric distance metric analysis. It 
can be mathematically formulated as follows. 

Suppose we have observations 
                    ii dx += µ                            (8) 

where id , Ni ,,1=  are data components and µ is the 
distribution mean or a sample from the same class  if it is 
considered as center of a subclass from a locality point of view. 
In most cases µ is unknown and may be approximated for 
similarity estimation. For some function  
             0),( ≥µxf                         (9) 
which satisfies the condition 0),( =µµf ,  µ can be estimated 
by µ̂  which minimizes 

          ∑=
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i
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It is equivalent to satisfy 

0)ˆ,(
ˆ1

=∑
=

µ
µ i

N

i

xf
d
d                 (11) 

For some specific distributions, the estimated mean 
),,,(ˆ

21 Nxxxg=µ  has a closed form solution. The 
arithmetic mean, median, harmonic mean, and geometric mean 
in Table 1 are in that category. It’s well-known that the 2L  
metric (SSD) corresponds to the arithmetic mean while the 1L  
metric (SAD) corresponds to the median. However, no 
literature has discussed the distance metrics associated with the 
distribution models that imply the harmonic mean or the 
geometric mean. Those metrics in Table 1 are inferred using 
equation (11).  

Table 1. Distance metrics and mean estimation for 
different distributions 

 Distance Metric Mean Estimation 
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Figure 1(a) illustrates the difference among the distance 

functions )ˆ,( µxf  for the arithmetic mean, median, harmonic 
mean and geometric mean. For fair comparison the value of  µ 
is set to be 10 for all distributions. We found that in distribution 
associated with the harmonic and geometric estimations, the 
observations which are far away from the correct estimate (µ) 
will make less contribution in producing µ, as distinct from the 
arithmetic mean. In that case the estimated values will be less 



 

 

sensitive to the bad observations (i.e., observation with large 
variance), and they are therefore more robust. 
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Figure 1. The distance function ),( µxf  of (a) the 
arithmetic mean, median, harmonic mean and geometric 

mean, (b) 1st-type, (c) 2nd-type generalized harmonic mean, 
and (d) the generalized geometric mean (µ is fixed and set 

to 10) 

2.3. Generalized distance metric analysis 
The robust property of Harmonic and Geometric distance 

metrics motivates us to generalize them and come up with new 
metrics that may fit the distribution better. Three families of 
distance metrics in Table 2 are derived from the generalized 
mean estimation using equation (10). The parameters p, q, r 
define the specific distance metrics and describe the 
corresponding distribution models which may not be explicitly 
formulated as Gaussian and Exponential.  

We found that in the generalized harmonic mean estimation 
the 1st type is generalized based on the distance metric 
representation, while the 2nd type is generalized based on the 
estimation representation. However, if 1=p and 1−=q , both 
types will become ordinary harmonic mean, and if 2=p  and 

1=q , both types will become arithmetic mean. As for the 
generalized geometric mean estimation, if 0=r , it will 
become an ordinary geometric mean. It is obvious that the 
generalized metrics correspond to a wide range of mean 
estimations and distribution models. Figures 1 (b)-(d) show the 
distance metric function )ˆ,( µxf  corresponding to the 1st type 
and 2nd type generalized harmonic mean, and the generalized 
geometric mean estimation, respectively. It should be noted 
that not all mean estimations have closed-form solution as in 
Tables 1 and 2. In that case µ̂ can be estimated by numerical 
analysis, e.g., greedy search of µ̂ to minimize ε. 

 

Table 2. Generalized distance metrics 

 Distance metric Mean Estimation 
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3. Boosting Distance Metrics for Similarity 
Estimation 

3.1. Motivation 
As we mentioned in Section 1, the most commonly used 

distance metric is the Euclidean distance that assumes the data 
have a Gaussian isotropic distribution. When the feature space 
has a large number of dimensions, an isotropic assumption is 
often inappropriate. Besides, the feature elements are often 
extracted by different statistical approaches, and their 
distributions may not be the same and different distance metric 
may better reflect the distribution. Thus, an anisotropic and 
heterogeneous distance metric may be more suitable for 
estimating the similarity between features. 

Mahalanobis distance (xi-yi)TW(xi-yi) is one of the traditional 
anisotropic distances. It tries to find optimal estimation of the 
weight matrix W. It is worth noticing that it assumes the 
underlying distribution is Gaussian, which is often not true. 
Furthermore, if d is the number of dimensions, the matrix W 
contains d2 parameters to be estimated, which may not be 
robust when the training set is small compared to the number of 
dimensions. One may suggest that we can apply classical 
techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to reduce the dimensions. 
However, these methods cannot solve the problems of a small 
training set and they also assume Gaussian distribution. 

3.2. Boosted Distance Metrics 
Based on the analysis in Section 3.1, we propose a boosted 

distance metrics for similarity estimation where similarity 
function for certain class of samples can be estimated by a 
generalization of different distance metrics on selected feature 
elements. In particular, we use AdaBoost with decision stumps 
[8] and our distance metric analysis to estimate the similarity.  

Given a training set with feature vectors xi, the similarity 
estimation is done by training AdaBoost with differences 
between vectors d=xi-xj, where each difference vector d has an 
associated label ld 





=
otherwise 0

class same from are  xand  xif 1 ji
dl   

A weak classifier is defined by a distance metric m on a 



 

 

feature element f with estimated parameter(s) θ, which could be 
as simple as the mean and/or a threshold. The label prediction 
of the weak classifier on feature difference d is }1,0{)(,, ∈dh fm θ . 

The boosted distance metric H(d) is learnt by weighted 
training with different distance metrics on each feature 
elements and selecting the most important feature elements for 
similarity estimation iteratively. Consequently we derive a 
predicted similarity )(),( yxHyxS −=  that is optimal in a 
classification context. The brief algorithm is listed below. 

 
Algorithm Boosting Distance Metric 
Given:  

A pair wise difference vector set D and the corresponding 
label L 
Number of Iteration T 
Weak classifiers based on each distance metric m for each 
feature element f 

Initialization: weight ||/11, Dw ti ==  
Boosting: 

For t=1,..,T 
 Train the weak classifier on the weighted 

sample set 
 Select the best weak classifier giving the 

smallest error rate 
 ∑ −= |)(|min ,,,,, iifmtifmt ldhw θθ

ε  

 Let 
ttt fmt hh θ,,=  with ttt fm θ,,  minimizing error 

rate 
 Compute the weights of classifiers ( tα ) based 

on its classification error rate 

Let 
t

t
t ε

εβ
−

=
1

, 
)log(

1

t
t β

α =  

 Update and normalize the weight for each 
sample 

||1
,1,

, iit lh
ttiti ww −−

+ = β  

∑ +++ =
i

tititi www 1,1,1, /  

 end for t 
Final prediction ∑=

t
tt dhdH )()( α  

 
The proposed method has three main advantages: i) the 

similarity estimation only uses a small set of elements that is 
most useful for similarity estimation; ii) for each element the 
distance metric that best fits its distribution is learnt; iii) it adds 
effectiveness and robustness to the classifier when we have a 
small training set compared to the number of dimensions. Since 
the training iteration T is usually much less than the original 
data dimension, the boosted distance metric works as a 
non-linear dimension reduction technique, which keeps the 
most important elements to similarity judgment. It could be 
very helpful to overcome the small sample set problem. It is 
worth mentioning that the proposed method is general and can 
be plugged into many similarity estimation techniques, such as 
the widely used K-NN. 

3.3. Related work 
We notice that there have been several works on estimating 

the distance to solve certain pattern recognition problems. 
Domeniconi et al. [9] and Peng et al. [10] propose specific 
estimations designed for the K-NN classifier. They obtain an 
anisotropic distance based on local neighborhoods that are 
narrower along relevant dimensions and more elongated along 
non-relevant ones. Xing et al. [11] propose to estimate the 
matrix W of a Mahalanobis distance by solving a convex 
optimization problem. They apply the resulting distance to 
improve the K-means behavior. Bar-Hillel et al. [12] also use a 
weight matrix W in order to estimate the distance by Relevant 
Component Analysis (RCA). They improve the Gaussian 
Mixture EM algorithm by applying the estimated distance 
along with equivalence constraints. The work by Hertz et al. 
[13] resembles the boosting part of our method, although it is 
conceptually different. They use AdaBoost to estimate a 
distance function in a product space (with pairs of vectors) 
while the weak classifier minimizes an error in the original 
feature space. Therefore, the weak classifier minimizes a 
different error than the one minimized by the strong classifier 
AdaBoost. In contrast, our framework utilizes AdaBoost with 
weak classifiers that minimize the same error as AdaBoost, and 
in the same space.  

Compared to the previous work our proposed distance 
estimation method can be considered novel due to the following 
reasons: i) it is general for any kind of classifier (i.e. not 
specific for K-NN); ii) it learns the distance metric that fits the 
underlying distribution, instead of assuming it as Gaussian as in 
the Mahalanobis family metric; iii) it is not sensitive to small 
sample set problem. In summary, our method provides an 
effective learner that estimates an optimal distance given 
labeled data, and at the same time it does not assume any 
particular distribution of the data.  

4. Experiments and Analysis 

4.1. Distance Metric Analysis in Stereo Matching  
Stereo matching is a computer vision application that aims 

at finding correspondences between entities in images with 
overlapping scene content. The images are typically taken from 
cameras at different viewpoints, so the intensities of 
corresponding pixels are often different.  In this case automatic 
stereo matcher is expected to detect the corresponding point 
pairs registered in stereo images of the test set scenes. To 
compare different distance metrics we implement a stereo 
matcher based on the distance between different image regions. 
The optimal metric in this case will give the most accurate 
stereo matching performance. 

Two standard stereo data sets, Castle and Tower, from 
Carnegie Mellon University are used for training and testing. In 
each image there are specific points labeled with ground truth 
information on correspondence relations.  We want to find the 
position of ground truth points of one image in its consecutive 
images based on similarity estimation. An example of two 
stereo images from the Castle data set is given in Figure 2. 

 



 

 

   
Figure 2. A stereo image pair from the Castle data set 

Our stereo matcher tries to match a template defined around 
one point from an image with the templates around points in the 
other images in order to find similarity. If the resulting points 
are equivalent to those provided by the ground truth we 
consider that we have a hit, otherwise, we have a miss. The hit 
rate is given by the number of the hits divided by the number of 
possible hits (number of corresponding point pairs). 

Using the distance metrics analysis discussed in Section 2, 
we obtain distances between pixel values of two templates. A 
set of stereo matchers can be constructed by finding a matching 
template that gives the smallest sum of distance based on 
different metrics. For the parameterized metric we search for 
the optimal value. The parameters of p, q, and r are tested in the 
range of -5 to 5 with step size 0.1. 

 
(a) 1L  (0.0366)                    (b) 2L  (0.0378) 

 
               (c) Cauchy               (d) Generalized geometric                                                                                                                                          
            17=a (0.0295)                    5.1=r (0.0239) 

Figure 3. The real data distribution (dashed line) vs. 
the estimated data distribution (solid line) for different 

metric on Castle data set 

Although empirical result may show one distance metric 
offer best performance, we want to verify if the ground truth 
distance matches the modeled distribution most accurately 
using Chi-Square test [14]. Figure 3 shows the real data 
distribution and the estimated data distribution for the distance 
metrics on the Castle data set. The largest hit rate and the 
smallest Chi-square test value are highlighted in bold. Both the 
solid and dashed curves are sampled with 233 points at the 
equal intervals. The Chi-square test values for each metric are 
shown in Table 3. The smaller the Chi-square test value, the 
closer the estimation is to the real distribution. The generalized 
geometric mean metric has the best fit to the measured data 
distribution. Therefore, one expects the accuracy to be the 

greatest when using the generalized geometric mean metric 
(Table 3). In all cases, the hit rate for the generalized geometric 
mean ( 5.1=r ) is 80.4%, and the hit rate for Cauchy metric is 
78.9%. The hit rates obtained with 1L  and 2L  are both 78.2%. 
The Cauchy metric performs better than both 1L  and 2L . It 
should be noted here that the Chi-square test score is not exactly 
in the same order of the hit rate though the winner is consistent 
in both cases. This is because the ground truth is provided with 
subpixel accuracy during the data collection process, and we 
consider it is a hit when the corresponding point lies in the 
neighborhood of one pixel around the point provided by the 
ground truth. The inconsistency introduced by this rounding 
distance may explain the observation (not in the exact order for 
both measures). Similar results are obtained for the Tower set 
and are not shown here due to the limited available space.   

 
Table 3. The accuracy (percent) of the stereo matcher on 

the Castle set (best parameter is shown) 

Distance Metric Chi-square test Hit rate (%)

1L  0.0366 78.2 

2L  0.0378 78.2 

Cauchy 0.0295 
( 17=a ) 

78.9 
( 17=a ) 

Harmonic mean 0.0273 78.2 

Geometric mean 0.0378 77.1 

1st-type generalized 
harmonic mean(1st-gh) 

0.0328 
( 5.1=p ) 

78.2 
( 5.1=p ) 

2nd-type generalized 
harmonic mean(2nd-gh) 

0.0272 
( 6.1=q ) 

78.6 
( 6.1=q ) 

Generalized geometric 
mean(gg) 

0.0239 
( 5.1=r ) 

80.4 
( 5.1=r ) 

4.2. Distance Metric Analysis in Motion Tracking  

In this experiment distance metric analysis is tested on a 
motion tracking application. We use a video sequence 
containing 19 images of a moving head in a static background 
[15]. For each image in this video sequence, there are 14 points 
given as ground truth. The motion tracking algorithm between 
the test frame and another frame performs template matching to 
find the best match in a 55× template around a central pixel. In 
searching for the corresponding pixel, we examine a region of 
width and the height of 7 pixels centered at the position of the 
pixel in the test frame. The idea of this experiment is to trace 
moving facial expressions. Therefore, the ground truth points 
are provided around the lips and the eyes, which are moving 
through the sequences.  

In figure 4, we display the fit between the real data 
distribution and the four distance metrics. The real data 
distribution is calculated using the template around points in the 
ground truth data set considering sequential frames. The best fit 
is the generalized geometric mean metric with 0.7=r . 

Between the first frame and a later frame, the tracking 
distance represents the average template matching results. 
Figure 5 shows the average tracking distance of the different 



 

 

distance metrics. The generalized geometric mean metric with 
0.7=r performs best, while Cauchy metric outperforms both 

1L  and 2L . 

 
(a) 1L (0.0997)                       (b) 2L (0.0765) 

 
              (c) Cauchy               (d) Generalized geometric  

1.7=a (0.0790)          Mean with 0.7=r  (0.0712) 

Figure 4. The real data distribution (dashed line) vs. the 
estimated data distribution (solid line) for motion tracking  

 
Figure 5. Average tracking distance of the corresponding 

points in successive frames 

4.3. Boosted Distance Metric on Benchmark Data Set 
In this section we compare the performance of our boosted 

distance metric with several well-known traditional 
approaches. The experiment is conducted on 13 benchmark 
datasets from UCI and two image retrieval datasets: a subset of 
MNIST data set [16], containing similar hand-written 1’s and 
7’s and a gender recognition database containing facial images 
from the AR database [17] and the XM2TVS database [18]. 
The traditional distance metrics we tested are: L1, L2, RCA 
distance (RCA-D), Mahalanobis distance (Mah-D) and their 
variants (RCA-CD, Mah-CD). To make the comparison 
complete, we also test original AdaBoost with decision stump 
(d.s.) and C4.5. Due to the space limitation, only the traditional 
distance metric that gives the best performance in each data set 
is shown. The smallest error rates are highlighted in bold. 

From the results in Table 4 we can find that our boosted 
distance metric performs the best in 12 out of 15 datasets. It 
provides comparable results to the best performance on 2 
datasets. Only in one dataset our method is outperformed by the 

traditional distance metric. It proves that our method could 
discover the best distance metric that reflects the distribution 
and selects the feature elements that are discriminant in 
similarity estimation. 

 
Table 4. Comparison to traditional distance metric and 

AdaBoost on UCI datasets 

Error Rate 
(%) 

Traditional 
Metric 

AdaBoost 
+d.s. 

AdaBoost 
+C4.5 

Boosted 
Metric 

ad 17.31 
(L1) 

12 11.42 8.88 

gender 15.38 
(L1) 

12.27 11.89 10.45 

mnist 2.34 
(RCA-D) 2.22 2.14 1.6 

arrhythmia 37.02 
(RCA-D) 31.39 29.94 25.78 

splice 10.55 
(Mah-D) 5.94 4.84 4.73 

sonar 26.1 
(Mah-CD) 25.95 25.81 25.67 

spectf 31.16 
(Mah-D) 28.65 27.18 27.1 

ionosphere 10.78 
(RCA) 19.92 19.92 16.27 

wdbc 6.83 
(Mah-CD) 5.81 5.37 4.67 

german 38.74 
(Mah-D) 34.31 33.18 32.4 

vote1 9.07 
(L1) 

6.37 6.37 6.86 

credit 19.18 
(Mah-CD) 17.97 17.21 18.33 

wbc 5.25 
(RCA) 5.7 5.34 3.79 

pima 34.55 
(Mah-CD) 31.02 29.96 28.91 

liver 41.11 
(Mah) 35.51 35.43 33.58 

4.4. Boosted Distance Metric in Image Retrieval 
As we discussed in Section 3.2, the boosted distance metric 

performs an element selection that is highly discriminant for 
similarity estimation and it doesn’t suffer from the small 
sample set problem as LDA and other dimension reduction 
techniques. To evaluate the performance, we tested the boosted 
distance metric on image classification against some 
state-of-the-art dimension reduction techniques: PCA, LDA, 
NDA and plain Euclidean distance in the original feature space. 

The two data sets we used are two image retrieval data sets 
same as in Section 4.3. The dimension of the feature for both 
databases is 784 while the size of training set is fixed to 200 
which is small compared to the dimensionality of feature. In 
such circumstance, appropriate distance metric is very 
important. To play fair, simple Nearest-Neighbor classifier is 
used in the reduced dimension space.  

Figure 6 shows the classification accuracy against the 
projected dimension, which, for our boosted distance metric, is 
the training iteration T. Because of the small sample problem, 
LDA has poor accuracy of 50% and 49.9% and is not shown in 
the figure. Simple regularization scheme may improve its 



 

 

performance but still remains much worse than other 
techniques. It is clear that the traditional methods perform 
poorly due to the fact that we use a very small training set 
compared to the dimensionality of the data and all traditional 
methods rely on estimating a covariance or scatter matrix. Our 
boosted distance metric only needs to estimate very few 
parameters on each dimension, which provides a robust 
performance on the small training set and make it outperform 
the well-known techniques. 

  
(a)                                         (b) 

Figure 6. Accuracy of classification on gender 
recognition (a) and hand written digits (b) 

5. Discussions and Conclusions 
This paper extends our work in [2,6] by comprehensive 

analysis on distance metric and boosting heterogeneous metrics 
for similarity estimation. Our main contribution is to provide a 
general guideline for designing robust distance estimation that 
could adapt data distributions automatically. Novel distance 
metrics deriving from harmonic, geometric mean and their 
generalized forms are presented and discussed. We examined 
the new metrics on several applications in computer vision, and 
the estimation of similarity can be significantly improved by 
the proposed distance metric analysis.  

The relationships between probabilistic data models, 
distance metrics, and ML estimators have been widely studied. 
The creative component of our work is to start from an 
estimator and perform reverse engineering to obtain a metric. In 
this context, the fact that some of the proposed metrics cannot 
be translated into a known probabilistic model is both a curse 
and a blessing. A curse, because it is really not clear what the 
underlying probabilistic models are (they certainly do not come 
from any canonical family), and this is usually the point where 
one starts from. After all, the connection between the three 
quantities (metric, data model, ML estimator) is probabilistic. It 
is a bit unsettling to have no idea of what these models are. A 
blessing, is because this is probably the reason why these 
metrics have not been previously proposed. But they seem to 
work very well according to the experimental result in this 
paper.  

In similarity estimation the feature elements are often from 
heterogeneous sources. The assumption that the feature has a 
unified isotropic distribution is invalid. Unlike traditional 
anisotropic distance metric, our proposed method does not 
make any assumption on the feature distribution. Instead it 
learns distance metrics on each element to capture the 
underlying feature structure. Because the distance metrics are 
trained on the observations of each element, the boosted 
distance does not suffer from the small sample set problem. 

Considering that not all feature elements are related to the 
similarity estimation, the boosting process in the proposed 
method provides a good generalization of the feature elements 
that are most important in classification context. It also has the 
dimension reduction effect which may be very useful when the 
original feature dimension is high. The automatic metric 
adaptation and element selection in our boosted distance metric 
bridge the gap between the high-level similarity concept and 
low-level features. The experimental results have proven our 
proposed method is more effective and efficient than traditional 
distance metrics. In the future we would like to incorporate our 
new metric into state-of-the-art classification techniques and 
evaluate the performance improvement.    
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